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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The peoples of the Middle East are instituting profound changes that will affect us all. We in
Canada, and in the West, must be fully involved, in our own interests, and theirs, by responding
generously to viable requests for aid and assistance across a gamut of challenges: justice
mentoring, education, small business, civil society and unemployment.
They need to feel change in their conditions now. They need a Marshall type plan with
immediate impact. If not these revolutions in the sand could turn sour fast. Everything from
education in village schools, to the prospects for good governance, to peace in the region, is at
stake. Well established countries with homogeneous populations such as Egypt and Tunisia
stand a good chance of making it; others with little sense of national identity and little in the way
of civil society, like Yemen, do not. Some, like Bahrain, are ruled by minorities with an alienated
underclass. They are burdened by powerful neighbours, Saudi Arabia and Iran in this case, who
see their own conflicting interests directly at stake. The Americans are not indifferent.
Canada’s role is circumscribed by our politics, which rules us out from anything verging on the
political or strategic. But there is still plenty to do, if the will exists.
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We are witnessing a Middle East revolution that will leave this region much changed. It is a
seminal event reversing age old and outmoded governance traditions. Daily it spreads. To
progressives, this people’s struggle for justice and dignity is a triumph of universal values over
autocrats who had grossly abused their power. They had ruled without reference to those they
claimed to serve, enriched themselves at the expense of those they pretended to represent,
used intimidation and torture to assure their positions and ignored the poverty in which their
citizens have lived.
We do not yet know where this quest for freedom and material wellbeing will lead. Some
countries with relatively stronger institutions, where dissidents were able to speak within limits,
where the chimera of a free press existed, where societies are homogeneous, where the military
sees itself as the guardian of the state rather than the regime, may transform themselves into
fairly vibrant pluralist societies. Egypt and Tunisia meet these criteria. Libya and Yemen are
challenged. Already influential groups are meeting. In Egypt work is already underway exploring
options respecting social and educational reforms. They have been concerned that since 1974
government policy had been to divert foreign development funds to big business projects:
railways, energy and airports
The region is diverse: with “soft” autocracies in Cairo and Tunis, “hard” regimes in Libya and
Syria, and near failed states as in Yemen. This diversity affects prospects for success.
Countries where minorities rule against alienated majorities, as in Bahrain and Syria, will not
make it. In Syria in 1982, the army killed between 17 and 40 thousand Muslim Brothers in the
city of Hama to preserve the dominance of the Allawite ruling class, composing some 10% of
the population, but virtually the entire Syrian officer corps.
Autocracy was sweet and it seemed to the ruling class the natural order of things. Most ordinary
Egyptians, for instance, accepted such arrogance as part of their ongoing reality. Quietly they
were burning up. All they needed was a spark, which one single individual in Tunisia provided
by immolating himself, so hopeless did he feel his life. Al Jezeera and Al Arabia reinforced
popular determination.
Yet in Tunisia and Egypt, another element was critical. Both military establishments refused
orders to act against the Street. Instead they carried out coups d’état. The officer corps in both
countries enjoyed relatively privileged positions, yet they resented the corruption paraded before
them daily by the new business elites and their cronies. Without the military on their side,
successful change would have been moot and revolutions would have failed.
In Jordan, despite the long accepted legitimacy of Hashemite rule among its mixed East Bank
and Palestinian populations, the Kingdom’s future remains uncertain. Lacking the charisma and
common touch of his father Hussein, the present monarch, Abdullah, has been identified with
conspicuous consumption and the super rich, mainly of Palestinian origin, at the expense of the
austere tribes, who dominate the army and security services. The new Prime Minister, Marouf Al
Bakhit, is no agent of change. A former general and security chief, he has instituted a vigorous
crackdown. Historic alliances remain sufficiently strong that, with judicious use of the iron fist,
the King will very likely survive.
Israelis are concerned, particularly about Jordan and Egypt “going bad.” They are concerned
that whatever new governments might be formed, whether Islamist or secular, the Jewish state
may lose heretofore benign neighbours. They fear Mubarak and Abdullah being replaced by
governments hostile to them, which will move toward confrontation. On the Arab Street both
Mubarak and Abdullah are seen as having been much too close to Israel, which occupies Arab
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lands and subjects their inhabitants to humiliation. For Egyptians this denotes no love of
Palestinians per se, rather the occupation symbolises their own loss of dignity as Arabs and
Muslims. They do not reject the possible dominance of radical Islam, which many activists in the
West dismiss.
The former Egyptian foreign minister and current Secretary General of the Arab League, Amr
Mussa’s presidential ambitions well illustrate Israeli concern. Amr Mussa is both charismatic and
secular. But, while Mubarak spoke softly to Israelis, as his foreign minister Amr Mussa was
overtly critical of Zionist practice. Israelis are fearful that if elected he will cease co-operation
with them on critical matters such as the Gaza border, Israeli access to Egyptian gas and
Hamas, with possibly unintended consequences.
In Bahrain the split is religious, where demands for reform have carried sectarian undertones.
The country is over three quarters Shia. They form the underclass, where anti regime activists
dominate. We are seeing direct confrontation between them and the ruling Sunni minority. Shia
Iran has ambitions for Bahrain as a potential client state, should there be regime change. Some
Gulf experts believe the Saudis would invade, were the crisis to become particularly severe,
rather than acquiesce in the ruling family’s demise. The Americans will be loath to risk loosing
Bahrain as the base for their Fifth Fleet.
Pluralist decision-making mirroring the post Ataturk model in Turkey, if not democracy as we
know it, is possible in Egypt and Tunisia because societal and demographic factors, cultural
traditions and civil society can be facilitators. Others lack those attributes, including Yemen,
which is intensely tribal, badly split between north and south and home to Al Qaeda operatives.
Yemen verges on being a failed state no matter who eventually controls the very thin apparatus
of government in Sana. Whatever stability is found there is through the age old system of tribal
payoffs.
Libya is similarly vulnerable with significant regional and tribal loyalties, a very new state without
the ties or cultures that bind. Even if Qaddafi loses power, a still moot point, state building will
be a long, arduous and problematic task despite the courage and bravery of those who are
prepared to sacrifice their lives to effect such change. Only if a powerful liberation narrative
binds Libyans tightly is there much probability of their country thriving as a single entity.
This Arab revolution will release many forces, the precise nature of which we cannot foresee.
Even if through a glass darkly, what can the Europeans and North Americans do given their
interests: ensuring reform takes hold, moderation prevails, oil flows, the Palestine problem is
managed, strategic interests are protected and viable economies emerge that can feed
populations.
We should do our best to ensure that change is successful through a well co-ordinated Marshall
type plan among Western donors, where unprecedented resources must be poured into the
region. This will be costly with no guarantee of success but there is no other choice. Invariably
this effort will be led by the United States and the European Union, but there is plenty Canada
can do in fields like judicial reform, civil society development, micro-enterprise, economic
opportunity and social justice. Such projects must ensure immediate impact. Funds must be
concentrated to ensure a critical mass. Otherwise patience will run out and communities will
grow to distrust their new governments.
We cannot spread ourselves too thinly. We must focus on countries where prospects for
successful change are greatest and where stability and constructive participation count. Egypt,
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in particular, with its dominant position meets these requirements. We have had much
experience there. We must be imaginative and must not allow donor lethargy to kill dynamism.
We must avoid grand announcements that then fail to deliver. We must discourage focus on the
elimination of food subsidies because this will further undermine and frustrate impoverished
societies. Canada, in particular, must resist further praise of Israel at Arab expense, something
which has already affected our standing, both on the Street and in the halls of government, for
the worse.
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